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Summary: Braintree, Bocking Hall, Church Street, Bocking (BOCBK 12, TL 75695 25754) monitoring 
of foundation trenches for a garden room extension on the south-western side of Bocking Hall, a 
Grade II* building of later 16th century date on a historically recorded medieval manorial site, recorded 
one pit of medieval date and another large pit of uncertain date and origin. While only the upper part 
of the medieval pit was disturbed pottery sherds of 11th-13th century confirmed its date. Across the 
footprint area for the extension it was also clear that a phase of extensive ground raising and levelling 
had taken place in the early to mid Post medieval period with the natural ground surface dropping 
away sharply towards the south-west  (John Newman Archaeological Services for Mr K Breen). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Frontispiece- Bocking Hall (from south-east) 
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1.  Introduction & background 

1.1 Mr K Breen commissioned John Newman Archaeological Services (JNAS) to 
undertake the archaeological monitoring of ground works required under a condition 
for a programme of archaeological works of the planning decision notice for 
application 09/01514/FUL. The monitoring requirements were set out in a Brief set 
by Ms T O’Connor of the Historic Environment Branch at Essex CC to satisfy this 
condition and in response JNAS produced the relevant Written Scheme of 
Investigation in order that conditional discharge could be gained from the LPA and 
ground works commence on site. This development concerns the erection a garden 
room extension to Bocking Hall, Braintree (see Fig. 1). 

1.2 Bocking is a historic parish on the northern side of Braintree, a town which has 
expanded in recent years all but obscuring the former distinction with nearby 
villages. A historic core can, however, still be discerned for the village around the 
parish church and adjacent Bocking Hall with Bocking Church Street lying to the 
north. The site lies on the eastern side of the River Blackwater in an area of 
generally light soils in well established grounds where a previous archaeological 
investigation (HER BOCBH 04) has identified evidence of some landscaping in the 
Post medieval period as an earlier extension on the north-western side of Bocking 
Hall proved to be on a made up terrace adjacent to the structure. A small stream 
exists c60m to the west of Bocking Hall. 

1.3 Bocking Hall is a Grade II* listed structure described as being ‘a timber-framed 
and plastered house of later 16th century date with later alterations and extensions.’ 
An earlier listed structure, a possible oasthouse, of early 14th century origin is located 
30m east of Bocking Hall and the overall site can be identified as the manorial centre 
for the Manor of Christchurch Canterbury and an Extant of 1309 describes a 
substantial 5 five acre complex. The oasthouse represents the single medieval 
survival of this manorial complex as the remainder of the outbuildings have been 
cleared away and the manor house at Bocking Hall rebuilt in what is often referred to 
as the great Tudor rebuilding of the later 16th century. 

1.4 As noted above while only one medieval structure survives within the overall 
complex at Bocking Hall it is likely that the site of the medieval manorial hall lies 
under at least part of the present structure constructed in the later 16th century. 
Additionally the church/hall foci at Bocking is of at least later Saxon origin as a focus 
for early settlement and the immediate  area of these structures is therefore likely to 
contain archaeological deposits of later Saxon and medieval date. The site of the 
planned extension therefore lay in an area with high potential to reveal evidence of 
past activity so the ground works for the 9m by 5m garden room on the south-
western side of the hall (see Fig. 2) were monitored continuously in order to mitigate 
their impact on any archaeological deposits which might be disturbed. 

2. Monitoring methodology 

2.1 Two visits were made to the site to observe the excavation of the foundations for 
the extension as they progressed using a small 360 machine equipped with 500mm 
and 600mm wide toothed buckets with bright, sunny conditions prevailing on each 
day giving good site visibility at all times. The foundation trenches were entered to 
allow for a closer inspection of the exposed soil profiles and hand cleaning of 
indistinct areas and the upcast spoil was stockpiled nearby before its removal from 
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the site allowing for a close inspection for stray finds. Finally the foundations 
trenches were recorded in relation to nearby mapped features and a small number of 
digital images were taken in order to record the monitoring (see Appendix I). 

3. Results 

3.1 Prior to the excavation of the foundation trenches a concrete base was broken 
up and removed from the extension footprint area exposing the top of the subsoil 
below. In total 24m of 600mm wide foundation trench were examined along the three 
external sides of the extension footprint plus 8m of 500mm wide trench for two 
internal floor supports (see Fig. 3). The trenches varied in depth as detailed in table 
1 below with the deepest excavations being at the furthest point from the hall. 

Trench Length 
(m) 

Depth 
(mm) 

Description of exposed deposit profile 
from top 

Features/finds 

1 9.5 800 near 
hall 
increasing 
to 1200mm 
at opposite 
end 

300/400mm increasing away from hall to 
800/900mm of mid brown sandy subsoil 
onto firm orange sand with flints, at hall 
end 50/80mm of silty brickearth between 
subsoil & natural sand, central part of 
trench revealed a possible pit 0006. 

Few pot sherds & small 
Pmed cbm frags, 0001, 
in subsoil, large pit 
0006 in central area, fill 
a soft, clean pale brown 
silty sand, no finds, 
possibly of natural 
periglacial type origin. 

2 4 800 500mm subsoil over 300mm of a pale 
brown silty brickearth type deposit onto 
orange sand with flints, one pit 0003 

Few pot sherds,0002, 
from subsoil, one pit, 
0003, cutting 
brickearth, only upper 
fill, 0004, disturbed, few 
med pot sherds 
recovered. 

3 4 1000/1200 600/700mm subsoil onto possible pit, 
0006, seen in trench 1. 

Few Pmed cbm frags in 
subsoil. 

4 9.5 800 near 
hall 
increasing 
to 1200 

500mm subsoil increasing to 
800/900mm away from hall, over 
200mm pale brown silty brickearth onto 
orange sand with flints. 

No features, at 600 to 
800mm deep close to 
junction with trench 3 
dump of redeposited 
Pmed cbm noted, 
sample taken, 0005. 

5 5 1200 900mm subsoil over 100mm brickearth 
type deposit onto orange sand with 
flints. 

Few small cbm frags in 
subsoil, no features. 

Table 1: Monitored foundation trenches (see also Appendix III- Context List) 

3.2 As outlined in Table 1 above extensive deposits of subsoil were revealed in the 
foundation trenches increasing in depth towards the south-west side of the extension 
footprint and therefore away from the hall. With a dump of redeposited brick and tile 
fragments (0005) noted in the side of trench 4 it is clear that a deliberate process of 
levelling up the area south-west of the hall has been undertaken as the natural 
ground surface as shown by the exposed orange sand with flint glaciofluvial deposits 
drops by 400mm to 500mm over the 9.5m distance from the wall of Bocking Hall 
covered by the extension. 
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3.3 One archaeological feature of interest was exposed in trench 2 close to the wall 
of the hall and this pit (0003) was largely left in situ below the new foundations. A 
number of pottery sherds were recovered from the fill (0004) of this feature as 
outlined in section 4 below. Some of the pottery sherds (0002) recovered from the 
upcast spoil of trench 2 are also likely to be from this pit (0003). While a second, 
larger pit type feature (0002) was noted in trenches 1 and 3 its clean silty fill 
suggests a natural, periglacial, origin. 

4. The Finds 

4.1 As noted above a small number of pottery sherds (21/318g) were recovered from 
the upcast spoil and the top of the single identifiable feature of interest (0003/0004), 
in addition a sample of redeposited ceramic building material (0005) was recovered 
and the full report on the finds by Sue Anderson is included as Appendix II below. In 
summary the 21sherds are predominantly of medieval date with the majority being 
local coarsewares of 11th-13th century date and either being definitely or probably 
from the single identified significant archaeological feature (0003). The small pottery 
group that was recovered during the monitoring is described in the specialist report 
as being ‘typical for this part of Essex.’  

4.2 The ceramic building material recovered as a sample (0005) from a redeposited 
layer in trench 4 has been identified as being of 16th-18th century date. 

5. Conclusion 

5.1 While the garden room extension is on a small scale some interesting and 
significant information has been recorded relating to past activity at Bocking Hall. 
The single identified feature (0003) of any archaeological significance confirms the 
existence of intact deposits at the site notwithstanding the Post medieval phases of 
building construction and landscaping that have taken place. In addition it can be 
concluded that the medieval topography was significantly different to the modern one 
as both this monitoring and an earlier archaeological investigation at the site have 
recorded evidence for ground raising and levelling on the western and south-western 
sides of the hall. A stream is shown on modern maps (see Fig. 2) some 50m 
west/south-west of Bocking Hall and the archaeological evidence points to an 
original relatively steep slope down towards this area. Therefore it appears more 
likely that the main structures of the medieval manorial complex lie to the east/north-
east of the garden room extension on what is likely to have been flatter ground with 
major landscaping occurring at the site in the 16th-18th century period. 

 5.2 In conclusion it is clear that the extent of the monitored trench foundations has 
had a minimal affect on any archaeological deposits of significance with only one 
medieval feature (0003) of interest being partially disturbed.  

(The site archive is deposited at Braintree Museum save the finds which have been returned to the landowner) 

(Acknowledgements: JNAS is grateful to Keith Breen and everyone on site from Tamworth Ltd for their close cooperation in 
relation to this site monitoring, to Esther Newman for processing the finds, to Sue Anderson for her specialist report and to Sue 
Holden for her illustration work). 
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Fig. 1: Site location (Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright 2011                                                         
All rights reserved Licence No 100049722) 
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Fig. 2: Monitored extension footprint (blue, arrows indicate natural slope down towards stream) 
(Ordnance Survey © Crown copyright All rights reserved Licence No 100049722) 
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Fig. 3: Extension foundation trenches - plan and sections. 
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Appendix I- Images  

 

Extension area from south-west 

 

Trench 1 from north-east showing natural sand/gravel dropping away & ?natural feature 0006 in 
foreground 



       

Trench 2- pit 0003 in front of scale pole 

 

 

Trench 2- pit 0003 from above 

 

Trench 4- redeposited CBM material 0005 
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Appendix II 
 
Bocking Hall, Braintree (BOCKBK12): The Finds 
Sue Anderson, CFA Archaeology, November 2012. 

Pottery 
Introduction 
Twenty-one sherds of pottery (318g) were collected from contexts 0001, 0002 and 
0004. A summary catalogue by context is included as Table 2 below. 
 

Methodology 
Quantification was carried out using sherd count, weight and estimated vessel equivalent (eve). A full 
quantification by fabric, context and feature is available in the archive. All fabric codes were assigned 
from the Suffolk post-Roman fabric series, which includes East Anglian and Midlands fabrics, as well 
as imported wares (equivalent Essex fabrics were noted). Form terminology follows MPRG (1998) 
and rim forms follow the Essex type series (e.g. Drury 1993). Local wares were identified based on 
Cotter (2000), and Hedingham wares from kiln samples supplied by Helen Walker. Recording uses a 
system of letters for fabric codes. The results were input directly onto an Access database. 

The assemblage 
Table 1 shows the quantification by fabric. 
 

Description Fabric Essex fabric No Wt/g eve MNV
Early medieval ware gritty EMWG 13 7 82  7
Early medieval ware shelly EMWS 12B 1 4  1
Medieval coarseware MCW 20 2 15  2
Medieval coarseware gritty MCWG 20 7 132 0.40 7
Hedingham coarseware HCW 20D 2 5  2
Total medieval   19 238 0.40 19
Late Colchester-type Ware COLL 21A 1 67 0.16 1
Glazed red earthenware GRE 40 1 13  1
Total late and post-medieval   2 80 0.16 2
Totals   21 318 0.56 21

Table 1. Pottery by fabric. 
 
Medieval 
Nineteen sherds were early or high medieval. These were mainly handmade and 
wheel made coarsewares in medium to coarse sandy fabrics typical of this part of 
Essex, although one shelly ware sherd was also present. Most of the fabrics in both 
the handmade and the wheel made group have been classified as ‘gritty’ as they 
contain a high proportion of coarse rounded quartz. No glazed wares of this period 
were present. 
 
Four rims were present, all jars. These were, in approximate date order, Essex types 
B4 (two examples), H2 and H1. Although the jar body forms could not be 
determined, these types with their longer necks and slightly angled flat-ended rims 
probably belong to Cotter’s Group A forms (2000, 106–7 and fig. 68) which he dates 
to the late 12th to mid/late 13th centuries. This is in accord with the dates suggested 
for these rim types by Drury (1993). 
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Three body sherds were decorated, an early medieval gritty ware with combed wavy 
lines, and two medieval gritty coarsewares with applied thumbed strips. One 
greyware body sherd was girth-grooved and there is a possibility that this could be a 
local Thetford-type ware variant (the fabric is not typical of the urban production 
sites), although girth-grooving is also a common technique in south Cambridgeshire 
in the early medieval period. 
 
Late and post-medieval 
A rim/handle sherd of a Colchester Ware jug (0001) has a trace of slip on the rim. 
The vessel is oxidised with a grey core. It has an upright thickened rim and a wide 
strap handle. There is no trace of glaze. The jug has been tentatively ascribed to 
Cotter’s ‘late style’ group which he dates to 1475–1525 (Cotter 200, e.g. fig. 117), 
although given the small area of decoration present it is possible that the jug could 
be slightly earlier (‘middle style’ c.1375–1450).  
 
A sherd of post-medieval glazed red earthenware was also collected from 0001. This 
has orange glaze internally and spots of thin clear glaze externally with a worn 
surface outside. The profile suggests it may have been part of a bowl or dish. 
 

Discussion 
The assemblage is typical of this part of Essex in terms of fabric, form and 
decoration, and contains local coarsewares of known and unknown provenance. No 
medieval glazed wares were found, but this may be due to the small size of the 
assemblage. 
 
Contexts 0002 and 0004 contained a similar range of material of broadly 13th-
century date, and one sherd from 0001 also fell within this date range. Although 
0002 was unstratified, it was thought on site that it probably came from pit 0003, 
along with finds from 0004.  
 
Ceramic building material 
Three fragments of CBM were recovered from context 0005 (see Table 3 below), a 
dump of CBM within levelling up deposits at the site. Two fragments (93g) were 
pieces of sand-tempered, fully oxidised roof tiles, one with a peg hole and traces of 
lime mortar adhering. A large piece of a handmade brick in a brownish medium 
sandy fabric containing common large flint and ferrous inclusions measured 115mm 
wide and 58mm thick. This suggests a 16th–18th-century date. 
 
References 
Cotter, J., 2000, Post-Roman Pottery from Excavations in Colchester, 1971-85. Colchester 

Archaeol. Rep. 7. Colchester Archaeol. Trust. 

Drury, P.J., 1993, ‘The later Saxon, medieval and post-medieval pottery’, in Rodwell, W. and 
Rodwell, K., Rivenhall. Investigations of a Villa, Church and Village, 1950-1977, Vol. 
2. Chelmsford Archaeol. Trust Rep. 4.2, CBA Res. Rep. 80. 

MPRG, 1998,  A Guide to the Classification of Medieval Ceramic Forms.  Medieval Pottery 
Research Group Occasional Paper 1. 
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Context Fabric Essex Form Rim No Wt/g  Spotdate 
0001 HCW 20D   1 2  M.12th-13th c. 
0001 COLL 21A jug UPTH 1 67  L.15th-E.16th c. 
0001 GRE 40   1 13  16th-18th c. 
0002 EMWS 12B   1 4  11th-13th c. 
0002 EMWG 13   4 43  11th-13th c. 
0002 EMWG 13   1 7  11th-13th c. 
0002 MCW 20   1 10  12th-14th c. 
0002 MCWG 20   2 19  L.11th-13th c? 
0002 MCWG 20 jar H1 1 15  M-L.13th c? 
0002 MCW 20   1 5  12th-14th c. 
0002 HCW 20D   1 3  M.12th-13th c. 
0003 EMWG 13   2 32  11th-13th c. 
0003 MCWG 20   1 5  L.11th-13th c? 
0003 MCWG 20 jar H2 1 42  E-M.13th c? 
0003 MCWG 20 jar B4 1 23  L.12th-E.13th c? 
0003 MCWG 20 jar B4 1 28  L.12th-E.13th c? 
                                                   
                                                          Table 2 
Rims: UPTH – upright thickened; H1, H2, B4 – Essex type series (e.g. Drury 1993). 
 
 
 
context fabric form no wt/g abr width height peg mortar comments date 
0005 msffe LB 1 686  115 58    16-18? 
0005 ms RTP 2 93    1 x R thin ms white on 1  pmed 
 
                                                          Table 3 



 

Appendix IV 

Context list- BOCBK 12 

F- Finds     

Site monitoring 

Context 
No 

Type Part of F/S Description Spot 
date 

0001 U/S NA F Unstratified finds from foundation trench 1 
along north-western side of garden room 
extension 

 

0002 U/S 0003? F Unstratified finds from foundation trench 2 
which is an internal support within the 
footprint of the extension running parallel to 
and 600mm from nearby existing house wall, 
finds probably largely derived from upper fill 
of pit 0003 

 

0003 Pit 0003  Pit revealed at southern end of foundation 
trench 2 so close to rear wall of house, 
feature 1m across at top, within trench only 
upper 250mm of fill (0004) disturbed, lower 
part left in situ 

 

0004 Fill 0003 F Upper part of fill of pit 0003, dark brown silty 
sand with occasional charcoal flecks and 
oyster shells plus few medieval pottery 
sherds 

med 

0005 Levelling 
up deposit 
(sample of 
cbm frags) 

 F Area of extension on the south-western side 
of house had clearly been levelled up as the 
naturally occurring orange sand & flint 
deposits drop away SW by 500/600 in 9m, 
mid way along foundation trench 4 on south-
eastern side of extension  at a depth of 
700mm to 900mm extensive dump of cbm 
frags revealed- sample taken 

 

0006 Pit/natural 
feature 

0006  Large pit in central northern area- trenches 1 
& 3, fill a soft, clean pale brown silty sand, no 
finds, possibly of natural periglacial type 
origin 
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